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Abstract 

Secret image sharing is an attractive research problem in information security filed. After more than ten years of 
development, secret image sharing has become a relatively independent area. Most current secret image sharing 
scheme used Lagrange interpolation of Shamir scheme as the core idea, but which way will greatly reduce the 
computational efficiency and system availability without a doubt because of a huge amount of data in images. 
According to the internal relationship between coding theory and secret sharing technology, the paper proposed a 
secret image scheme based on coding theory. In addition to have advantages which most secret image sharing 
schemes based on Lagrange interpolation own, the new method which has a more simple idea reduced computational 
complexity and easy to extend the field of video and audio, so has a more obvious practical value; The design and 
realization of the new secret image sharing scheme has indirectly proved the internal relationship between coding and 
secret sharing scheme. 

© 2011 Published by Elsevier Ltd. Selection and/or peer-review under responsibility of Harbin University 
of Science and Technology. 
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1. Introduction 

As the development of computer technology, using digital information to communicate has gradually 
become the primary way of communication. Compared to many other types of digital information, the 
digital image was expressed as an important means of information transmitted through networks because 
of its vivid and intuitive characteristics. Therefore, how to effectively protect a digital image which has 
sensitive or confidential information has become an important issue.  Encryption is a conventional method 
to protect secret information; we can encrypt secret or sensitive images to prevent the leakage of 
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confidential information. However, compared with text information, image information has its own 
unique properties, such as strong correlation, high redundancy and so on. If copying the encryption 
method of text data to digital images, the encryption would be difficult to get good results. Of course, we 
can design encryption scheme specifically for digital image. The use of secret sharing technology to 
protect image is another possible way. The concept of secret sharing scheme proposed for the first time by 
Shamir[1] and Blakley[2] in 1979, as the practicality of the technology, which has been developed rapidly 
[4~7]. At Cryptography Conference of Europe in 1994, Naor and Shamir expand the research of secret 
sharing scheme to image area [4]. Along with the widespread application of image, secret image sharing 
technology also has obtained an enormous development, the new secret image sharing scheme was 
proposed unceasingly [8~12] . However, the structure of which schemas are follows the classical idea of 
Shamir secret sharing scheme but different levels: Either build the entire system, or protect some 
important information use Lagrange interpolation to complete which design. The computational 
complexity of Lagrange interpolation is high and image usually contains great amount of information, and 
which led the Low efficiency of those schemes based on Lagrange interpolation, and most methods to 
improve computational efficiency would reduce security of the entire scheme. As above, we try to find a 
new way to break through this problem, and proposed a secret image sharing scheme based on RS Erasure 
Code. 

2. The secret image sharing scheme based on RS erasure code 

There is some intrinsic link between coding and secret sharing technology, Massey had pointed out 
which relation essentially in 1993 [13], and the MDS code is corresponding to the secret sharing scheme 
of Perfect [14]. Unfortunately, such a link was not draw attention to researchers in the field of secret 
image sharing for a long time. In this paper, we induct coding theory into secret image sharing technology, 
design a corresponding RS erasure code according to threshold structure, and realize secret image sharing 
through coding and decoding.  

We define some symbols as follows, S: Secret Image; (k,n): Parameters of threshold structure; L: The 
number of pixels in the secret image. 

The generation progress of shadows is as follows: 
Step1. Identify the generator matrix G according to parameters k and n of threshold structure as 

follows: 
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Step2. Take k pixels which have not been operated from the secret image S by some order, and the 

values of which k pixels can constitute a vector Γ
× = ),,,( 211 kk aaa Lα .

Step3. Encode the vector identified in step 2 with the generator matrix G constructed in step 1: 

1)(1)( ××+×+ ⋅= kknknk G αβ , and the final result is 1)( ×+ nk .dimension vector, and denote it as 

),,,,,,( 2121 nkkk bbbbb +++ LL .
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Step4. Seen by the structure of the generator matrix G: kiba ii ≤≤= 1, , so conserve the last n elements 

of the vector β temporarily. 

Step5. Repeat step 2 to step 4, until all of pixels in the secret image have been calculated. If the 
remnant number of the secret image is less than k when the last calculation, and then make up with 0. 

Step6. After all calculations finished, we get ⎡ ⎤kL /  set of data which have the same structure, 

),,,( 21 nkkk bbb +++ L .

Step7. Arrange the ⎡ ⎤kL /  set of data above, we can get a matrix, and denote it as V.
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Step8. Each row and its number of matrix V is the primitive share, and then we get n primitive shares. 
Step9. We get n final shares (shadow images) through embed n primitive shares into n images which 

selected at will, and denote them as nvvv ,,, 21 L .

When the steps above are completed, the original secret image S can be destroyed and n shadow 
images would be distributed to n different participants at the same time. And when any k participants 
contribute their shadows, the original secret image can be reconstituted. 

The rebuild process of secret image is as follows: 
Step1. Construct an empty set, and denote it as S.
Step2. Take primitive share data from k shadow images, these data form k sets: kvvv ',,',' 21 L ,and the 

number of which sets are kddd ',,',' 21 L .

Step3. Sort the sets kvvv ',,',' 21 L , by set number from small to large, After that, all share data denoted 

as kvvv ,,, 21 L  , while set numbers denoted as kddd ,,, 21 L .

Step4. Construct a matrix kkD ×'  . Assign the dith row of generator matrix G to ith row of kkD ×'  , 

ni ≤≤1 ; Resolve the inversion of matrix kkD ×'  ,and denoted it as kkD × .

Step5. Take one element from each set kvvv ,,, 21 L , and then sort all of these elements by order and 

construct a vector ),,,( 211 kk bbb L=×β .

Step6. Matrix kkD ×  multiplies by vector β , βα ⋅= D , the result vector α  can be denoted as 

),,,( 21 kaaa L=α .

Step7. Put k elements ),,,( 21 kaaa L  in vector α  in set by order. 

Step8. Repeat step 5 to step 7, and until all data have be calculated. 
Now the reconstruction process completed, the pixel value of any point (x,y) in secret image is equal 

to ),( yxS .

3.Experiments and analysis 

In this section, some classic experiments would be illustrated. All images in figure 1 are the 
original images we used below. 
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Fig. 1. Original images 

Experiment 1, Example of (3, 5) threshold 
Suppose image (a) in Figure 1 as the secret image, and use image (b) to image (f) as cover images to 

hide primitive share data. The effect of calculate results is shown in Figure 2. Image (b) to Image (f) are 
the final shadow images, and image (a) is the secret image reconstructed by calculation of any three 
shadow images. We can prove it, image (a) in Figure 2 is the same as image (a) in Figure 1 exactly. 

Fig. 2. Secret image sharing of (3, 5) threshold 

Experiment 2, Example of (6,8) threshold 
Suppose image (a) in Figure 1 as the secret image yet, and use image (h) to image (n) as cover 

images to hide primitive share data. The effect of calculate results is shown in Figure 3. Image （b） to 
Image (i) are the final shadow images, and image (a) is the secret image reconstructed by calculation of 
any three shadow images. We can prove it; image (a) in Figure 3 is the same as image (a) in Figure 1 
exactly.
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Fig. 3. Secret image sharing of (6, 8) threshold 

These are the actual effect of the new scheme. Compared with those schemes based on Lagrange 
interpolation, the new scheme has all advantages of such schemes [8~12]: arbitrary (k,n) threshold setting, 

)2( nk ≤≤ ; adapt to a variety of common types of image; restore the secret image accurately; Perfect 

scheme; shadow images are much smaller than the original secret image, it's a good feature to hide share 
data. The new scheme is more concise, easy to implement; and the most important point is, the 
complexity of the algorithm reduced greatly: the algorithm complexity of new scheme is about 

)()/( 2 LkOkLkO ⋅=⋅ , and algorithm complexity of those scheme based on Lagrange interpolation is 

about )()/( 23 LkOkLkO ⋅=⋅ .

4. Conclusion 

The paper proposed a secret image sharing scheme based on RS erasure code. Besides have all 
advantages of which schemes based on Lagrange interpolation, and the computational complexity of the 
new scheme is much lower. This is a more practical solution. 
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